
Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum 
With Real Suction and Sounds

We looked forward to giving this toy to our son for Christmas.Kids ages 2-3 love 
to push toys and control them: lawnmowers, vacuums - these toys are perfect for 
the age group and interest.Our son was so excited.However, when we opened it up, 
he was immediately frustrated.It doesn't stand up.As you use it, the back wheels 
constantly get stuck and the vacuum cannot click and stay in place.So, when you 
want it to stand up or lean, it cannot stay up and when you want to push it, it tends 
to momentarily lock upright. We know how to get it back to the right place, but 
kids of this age group need to experience independence in play and it makes our 
son so frustrated to not be able to stand it up or play with it by himself.The 
dispenser to collect dust is difficult even for us to remove.The vacuum is also very 
small, even for our averaged-sized 2.5 year old son.We also recognize that the 
vacuum does not have suction as advertised (not a huge problem for a kids' toy but 
it should not be advertised this way) although overall, we agree that the toy sucks. 

I was hoping for something that would actually suction up small pieces of paper or 
crumbs.The hole on the bottom is only 1x1 so there isn't any power.Also the 
removable tray is so tiny and hard to remove i can barely do it myself...let alone 
my 3 year old.He loves the toy though.With such mixed reviews i was hesitant to 
buy.I decided to check it out in person and decide, i would not have paid more than 
the $29.99 it is currently priced at, previously i saw it at $43.00 it is not worth that 
much.I would say a $24.99 is a fair price for this product, it is semi-durable and 
fun to play with.it comes boxed in 1 complete piece except for the handle, which 
snaps on. 

I bought this toy for my son with autism who is obsessed with my real Dyson 
vacuum that this one is modeled after. He was very excited when he saw the box 
because he knew it was for him but a bit perplexed at the size. If you have the real 
life one, I'd gather it's about a fifth it's size. The handle does not retract (which 
was the first thing he tried to do to see if it would reach up higher :Also the 
canister does not come off and there is no step button to lay it down in the rolling 
position. It also very easily pops back into the upright position during use. This 



was somewhat frustrating for him as he was trying to use it like the real vacuum by 
stepping on the back to get it to lay down. So, if you have children like my son 
who may have issues with change, just be forewarned that it only looks identical so 
those will be the changes. It's extremely small, so the ages 3-8 is not accurate as he 
is only five and is perhaps no taller than the average 6 or 7 year old at most. So, he 
has to stoop down pretty low to use it. He loves it still as of today, but I am sure he 
will tire of it and want the regular sized one soon, so my plan to keep my other one 
in tact, may not work :). It's made of plastic, my son is pretty destructive however, 
so I can't attest to the durability of it as he is not the average toy user and tends to 
break a lot of items Considering this cost as much as a real vacuum of a cheaper 
company I am a bit disappointed since I only bought it because it looks like the 
one we have in our home. So, it's a cute little toy, but not so much for a taller child 
or a child who is easily frustrated like my son with autism. See all 786 customer 
reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #914 in Toys & Games Color: Grey/Yellow/Multi 
Brand: CASDON Model: 641 Number of items: 1 Dimensions: 25.00 h x 8.00 w x 
7.00 l,1.76 pounds Features A direct replica of the latest Dyson Ball model, this 
creates realistic role play for exploring imagination and developing social skills 
Features a simulated cyclone action with colourful balls 'Twists and Turns' just 
like the real thing, manoeuvrability of toy develops problem solving and motor 
skills Real suction from the foot of the vacuum, this helps for understanding cause 
and effect True to life sounds for added realism and aural stimulation 

Product Description It's a ball to clean house with this toy Dyson Ball vacuum, the 
closest thing to real! Just like yours: kids can twist and turn it, suck up teeny snips 
of paper, and even empty the collection bin! Kids' Dyson vacuum includes 
working release pedal, spinning beads, and great sound effects for super-authentic 
role play. Requires 4 C batteries (sold separately). For ages 3 and up. Ultra-
realistic; this is a scaled toy replica of Dyson's bestselling Ball vacuum Imitates 
Dyson's patented cyclone action (turn the vacuum on, and the colored beads spin) 
With touch sensitive buttons in the handle to activate the suction motor. It's 
powerful enough to pick up teeny tiny scraps of paper and lightweight poly beads. 
Depress the foot pedal to unlock the vacuum from the upright position Toy Dyson 
vacuum measures 7 3/4L x 7W x 25H; collection container measures 4L x 1W x 1 
1/2H Wipe clean

More Information (Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and 
Sounds)

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B004V3PS72
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B004V3PS72


Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and Sounds will turn out to 
be useful. And hope Now i'm a section of enabling you get yourself a outstanding 
product.Having said that, Hopefully critiques regarding this Toy Vacuum- Dyson 
Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and Sounds  type The amazon website.com will 
possibly be beneficial. And expect I am just a section of assisting you to acquire a 
remarkable product. You should have a review and expertise shape below. I am 
just expecting you can ensure and buying Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With 
Real Suction and Sounds following read this ideal evaluations. You will receive a 
review and encounter type right here. I am just praying you can expect to 
guarantee Overview Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and 
Sounds. shortly after see this most effective critiques It is possible to amazed to 
observe how simple this system may be, and you could feel great admit until this 
Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and Sounds is probably the 
biggest selling merchandise in at the moment. 

Title :Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and Sounds

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real 
Suction and Sounds Review 
Before Buying Toy Vacuum- Dyson Ball Vacuum With Real Suction and Sounds 
On the web, Should be aware of: 

All of this Has with sellers for people so as to inform you on a well liked on the net 
customers globally. Click this link for where exceptionally retain outlets. Have got 
comments by means of purchasers with purchased this name Merchant have to 
contain authority Have obtained fine detail object. Determine some time of 
shipment. Furthermore so that you can Territories. Along with the value of 
shipping and shipping and supply. System to purchase merchandise safely. for 
instance Credit rating recommendations card. Have got vote buyer and rating 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B004V3PS72


testimonials. Have rate and compare price of suppliers.Read More.......

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B004V3PS72

